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### For Immediate World Press Release and re-Broadcast to the world.!
Keith Duncan Oct 24, 2015.  Gifted to all of mankind as well as all other ACTS of 
WISDOM.    READ the FINAL SOLUTION picture at the VERY End of of these RE-
PEATED Irrefutable EVIDENCE of WHO I AM. Include Exodus 20:1-17.  Read to the 
END for the most shocking TRUE biblical facts of all..!

I remain complete neutral now, STILL waiting for USA Government and Military to contact me 
and ESCORT me back to USA to testify to the world in the PRESS CONFERENCE series of 
all time. For you, my people, to ACT with AUTHORITY.  !!
I am at The Fort in Makati, Philippines.  I completed, again and again, the worlds first anti-
crime comprehensive how-to in both simple and even complex explanations on the true cause 
and effect of criminals ability to transfer your wealth and assets to under their control while 
keeping the majority of their victims totally in the dark dungeons of un-educated shame and 
apathy. !!
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I am at the Draft restaurant looking at a few very expensive cars go by as well as some cute 
Philippine ladies all dressed up for a night on the town with their boyfriends and hopefully 
husbands.  Sometimes it is hard to tell who is married, dating, or outside ‘hook-up’ connec-
tions. For the battle of the sexes has always been one of my original prime concerns that I 
have been teaching solutions to resolve all the conflicts that arise out of failed communica-
tions.  A few people do not like my sentences that go beyond about 20 words. I really do not 
like chopping up this two way dialog as those extra periods and two spaces detract from the 
flow of consciousness that is the hallmark of what I have done for over 40 years now.!
! One of the true beauties of the Philippines is their kindness and thoughtfulness toward 
each other. The same can be stated about the Chinese and many other countries I have trav-
eled starting back in year 1983 with Digital Communications Associates in Alpharetta GA as 
the prime International Design Engineer for the famous IRMA Personal Computer board that 
allowed the first PC’s to emulate 3278 IBM Mainframe 80x24 terminals.!
! I state this to say I do have photographic memory of so many critical life time events. I 
have been repeatily for 8 years been traumatized by most massive injustices committed 
against myself, then the multiple kidnappings, and then recognizing almost daily that all my 
lawyers and almost everyone else was actively threatening my life, stealing my assets, and 
preventing any investigations and convictions of this one super criminal Terrorist Robert Dee 
Rose.  There are a conclusive list of reasons why I accurately describe Rose as the ANTI-
CHRIST( or close satanic partner) based on the database attributes and profile of Rose. I 
have detailed how this truly psychopathic homicidal maniac operates the most successful un-
derground network of cyber crime terrorist infiltrations into so many high powered corporate 
executives and government leaders lives. !
! It is exactly 11:11 pm right now. Reminds me of a recent Movie where 11:11 kept reap-
pearing at key times in the man’s life that he could not explain. Similar why NO-ONE else can 
simple explain how ROSE continuously avoids Death Row convictions for the multitude of 
felony and capital crimes he has been committing for now well over 15 years. I still have more 
digital and criminal evidence on ROSE than anyone in USA government and public can pos-
sible imagine. !
! Every time a crime was committed or I observed it happening, I reported it with the 
supporting evidence and immediately created the counter crime solution for our mutual world 
to use to PREVENT these sinister crimes in the first place.!!
! The USA Attorney General’s office used the single word ‘incompetent’ to deny each and 
every one of my Constitutional and legal rights as well as threaten me daily to keep them-
selves out of public view for their continuous crimes against millions of other citizens.!
All on false pretext that I did what?  exactly WHAT did I do wrong to deserve being in HELL 
for 848 days that STILL has never been resolved 8.5 years after ROSE threatened my life on 
Jan 14, 2008.  Can no one do the math and see the quad-trillions USD/EUROs/Pesos/etc be-
ing systematically drained out of the world’s economy into the coffers of the Criminal Ruling 
Elite.!!
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Over this period of time, there have always been a multitude of solutions to STOP all these 
crime sprees around the world.   !
 This single multi-pronged Marketing Campaign is the most powerful and effective reformation 
movement in world history. For it has grown in magnitude and strength based only on the ex-
treme efforts and personal lifetime investments to bring total reform to our entire world at his 
personal and dire threats to his life.  !
! Clearly ROSE took all the intellectual property he stole from myself and applied it to 
enhance and grow his criminal empire while remaining untouchable by layering himself be-
hind the LIAR-LAWYERS and other sinister criminals who are his barrier protections against 
Justice and Equality.  ROSE is similar in nature to Pablo Escobar the famous Colombian Drug 
War Lord who was personally responsible for the worst incursion of opium and heroin based 
drug depravity in USA and even world history. !
! Back to current observations. I am people watching tonight as the Draft bar is quite 
busy with conversations and lots of people flowing in and out. Everyone is polite and appear 
to be having fine times talking about their lives and sharing experiences.!!
I am heading back home now on my Motorcycle. I am avoiding returning to Hong Kong next 
week since I do not have my 3rd China Visa renewed yet since I can not get any of over 5 
people who know me very well to write a simple invitation letter required to ask China to grant 
me another visa.!!
  The oddest biblical fact is that the USA government and everyone else allows my free travel 
with absolutely no restrictions or  blacklist of any form or manner.!!
Just who IS the most major terrorist and security threats to our world.  It is clearly those elect-
ed, appointed, and promoted inside our own government agencies who falsely believe they 
are immune from all prosecution and retribution by the public, churches, and even GOD him-
self.!!
I stand before the world testifying these clear and present horrific danger and peril facts to the 
ultimate point I often ask GOD to return me back to Heaven. I am not in any particular hurry to 
go as I still have Christ’s original mission work to completed.  !!
Why waste words, my time, or continue to threaten my life, I ask all persons of criminal intent.!!
I see as the SAGE VISIONARY of all time, the reality of your-my world and have completed 
the most comprehensive solutions to ensure mankind's survival from predatory greed and the 
rule of the Criminal Elite that is occurring right now, as you all sleep……!!
Keith!!
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